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THE
BEGINNING
THE IDEA
Based on the idea of bringing dogs, their owners and their corresponding
qualification results online, the first working-dog generation was founded
by Mathias Dögel in 2005. Though limited to utility dog sports and working
breeds first, the website gained inexorably in popularity.
Today, working-dog is the global market leader, distinguished by its
unique combination of facts about dog sports, exhibitions and pedigree
dog breeding, as well as an international community. Athletes, breeders
and lovers of all FCI breeds and sports share their knowledge to exchange
their experiences. Events are filmed worldwide icluding national and world
championships, each video being allocated to the individual dog and
available on computers, tablets and mobile phones.
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Mathias Dögel
founder of working-dog

THE INNOVATION
ALL ABOUT DOGS
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THE CONCEPT
World’s largest internet platform for dog handlers, show
handlers, breeders and enthusiasts.

THE FACTS
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THE PEOPLE
• over 100 employees worldwide, and many experienced
moderators
NUMBERS AND PROGRESS
• over 300.000 members worldwide
• more than 2,5 million dogs from 150 breeds
• available in 21 languages
• about 45.000 visitors per day
• about 5,5 million page views per month
• about 300.000 video hits per month
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USER LOYALTY
THROUGH QUALITY

CROSSMEDIA
ACCESSIBILITY

All information and data on dogs are formulated by public users. Before
being made public, all entries, pictures and videos are checked for validity
by professional moderators.
That way we consciously support the responsible breeding of purebred
pedigree dogs by providing across studbook information.

Advertisers have access to our entire customer base through multiple
channels: our website, Facebook, YouTube, mobile apps or
partnerships with various associations. Providing a tailor-made concept,
we create an enormous range to transfer your message to the target
customer base.

HIGH QUALITY INFORMATIONS
ALL ABOUT DOGS
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OUR PRODUCTS

BANNERFORMATS

Our offer of marketing opportunities includes display-advertising,
newsletter-marketing, social media branded content, and other
advertising options which are especially made for your personal needs.

Get yourself the best place for your banner advertisement on
working-dog.com. The following options are available:

CLASSIC BANNER
ADVERTISING
in these formats:
- medium rectangle
- logo graphic
- fullsize banner
- supersize banner
- skyskraper
- billboard bannner

PERSONAL WEEKLY

NEWSLETTER
in these formats:
- exclusive stand alone
newsletter
- content block in an
event- and updatenewsletter

SOCIAL MEDIA
- facebook
advertising campaign

VIDEO PRODUCTION
- product video
- product video incl.
speaker

EVENT PACKAGES
- exclusive livestreams
for advertising
partners

UPDATE
- weekly news with
updates to all
working-dog users
- your target group
filtered in different
criteria

Medium Rectangle
300x250px

Logo Graphic
150x70px

Fullsize Banner
468x60px

Supersize Banner
728x90px

Skyscraper
120x600px

Billboard Banner
900x300px

You have no agency that creates your own banner? No problem!
We gladly do the whole process of creating a set of consistent graphics.
Just let us know!
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MEDIUM
RECTANGLE

LOGO
GRAPHIC

The medium rectangle is the most common banner format.
Thanks to its dimensions, it is a good image format and is suitable
especially for two-dimensional motives.

Place your logo together with the link to your website on the working-dog
home page and generate fast and uncomplicated traffic.

„The medium rectangle is located in the content section of the

„There is more to say? In addition to the homepage you have the

working-dog home page and keeps scrolling while exploring the website.
A wide audience is guaranteed!“

possibility to advertise with your logo and an introduction text on our
sponsors page.“
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FULLSIZE
BANNER

SUPERSIZE
BANNER

The fullsize banner (also known as standard banner or full banner) is the
display-classic par excellence! There is enough space for pictures, short
texts or claims..

The supersize banner (leaderboard) is the all-rounder among the
advertising banners. In this format you can present numerous pictures
as well as longer texts, for example to present different products.

„The Fullsize Banner is used in the videoplayer of working-dog. Thereby
you reach a broad amount of audience working-dog generates over 400.000 video hits per month!“
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„This banner format is used in the championship result lists of
working-dog.“
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SKY
SCRAPER

BILLBOARD
BANNER

It does not always have to be horizontal! Due to its unusual format the
skyscraper always catches the user‘s eye. It‘s a good format to display
pictures.

The billboard banner offers the largest area to place your message.
Do you want to display a lot of text or many pictures? No problem!
Mostly the billboard is used to present a subject or a product in a
very high quality.

„The skyscraper is used on all subpages of working-dog.“

„The billboard banner is used on all subpages of working-dog.“
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PERSONAL
WEEKLY UPDATE

NEWSLETTER
CONTENT BLOCK
We regularly inform our users
via newsletter about upcoming
livestream events and new
features on working-dog.
In this format you have the
possibility to present a content
block. The block consists of a
chosen banner format (incl. link)
and a short descriptive text.

„Use the opportunity to place

The personal weekly update informs our users about the latest
championship results and future livestream events. Here you can also
present your message in form of a medium rectangle.

your message regularly and
effectively!“

„Use this channel of communication to reach more than
300.000 members worldwide!“
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NEWSLETTER
STANDALONE

FACEBOOK
ADVERTISING

Place your personally branded
message in our newsletter.
Choosing this banner format, the
entire area is reserved
exclusively for your content.
You write the story and we
provide the readers!
With our various filter options,
you always reach your desired
target group.
Use our working-dog Facebook page to establish your product or brand.
Present product videos, company trailers or regular text/image
contributions via our channel. Just contact us ant let us create a
successful campaign.

„You can reach up to 3 million users.“
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PRODUCT
VIDEO+SPEAKER

PRODUCT
VIDEO
Just one click on
the screen to switch
directly to the
reference video.

Nothing says more about you and your services than a high quality
product video. Show your customers the value of your products, explain
your USP and your philosophy! No other format offers you this
combination of information and emotion. This is the opportunity to
stand out from the competition!
ALL FROM ONE SOURCE!
Conception, shooting and editing - together with our experienced
Videographers, we create the script based on your specifications, show
your products in high-quality scenes and finally deliver a „work of art“.
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Use the exemplary function of our speakers when placing your product
on the market. All our speakers are established figures in dog sports and
know how to bring the strengths of your product to the users.
Benefit from the expert status and the high level of trust and thus
control the purchase decision of your customers!

!

TIP: Combine your product video produced by us with an
Facebook advertising campaign and use our range!
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EVENT
PACKAGES
Become the exclusive advertising partner of our largest livestream events
and use our cross-media range to reach your target group!
These event packages can be booked for these events:

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IGP

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IGP

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP IGP

GERMAN CHAMPIONSHIP IGP

THESE ARE YOUR FEATURES:
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web banner on caniva.com
- we put your 728x90px
Supersize Banner on the
home- and event detail page

livestream-graphics with
the label „Sponsored by“
- your Logo is published on all
advertising graphics for the livestream

advertising video/graphic in the
facebook-livestream during the event
- 2x 20min stream during day time

stream overlay „Sponsored by“
- your logo appears in the offical
livestream on working-dog.com
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PRICELIST
Advertising Package

Bronze

Silver

Description

- 1x advertising space
subpages*
(selected by WD)
- 2x facebook posts
(graphic+text)

- 2x advertising space
subpages*
(selected by WD)
- 4x MSPN
- 2x facebook posts
(graphic+text)

Duration

Duration

Price

160€
per month

- 3x advertising space
subpages*
(selected by WD)
- 10x MSPN
- 2x FB posts (video+text)
- 2x contentblock
newsletter
- logo in the sponsor
section incl. text and link

1 year

630€
per month

320€
per month

- incl. individual
contact person for
consulting, planning and
implementations of the
campaign
- services will be tailored
especially for the
customer

depending
on
campaign
volume

starting at
2950€ per
month

Price

Advertising Package

Gold
1 year

Platinum
1 year

Description

* Banner space is determind by working-dog; Banner design by working-dog graphics
department is included.
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PRICELIST
Service

Description

Contentblock in the
newsletter

Includes:
contentblock with a
banner format of your
choice (including link)
and a short descriptive text.
(max. 50 words)

Newsletter
standalone
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Includes:
working-dog newsletter in
your branding for direct
customer contact. Use of
our filter possibilities to
address your target group
in the most effective way.

Duration

per
newsletter

per
newsletter

Price

500€

1000€

Service

Duration

Price

Product video

Includes:
scriptwriting, video
recording, editing and post
production
(incl. 2 correction loops)

per
video

4000€

Product video incl.
speaker

Includes:
scriptwriting, video
recording, editing and post
production
(incl. 2 correction loops)

per
video

5000€
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PRICELIST
Service

Facebook
advertising
campaign

Description
Publication of trailers,
product videos and text
or image contributions on
the working dog facebook
page.
According to customer
requirements and the
amount of content we can
release the contributions on
a weekly or monthly basis.
We coordinate everything
when planning the
campaign.

Creation of a complete
advertising banner set
including 1x correction loop.
Advertising Banner
Includes creation:
designed by
- medium rectangle
working-dog graphics
- logo graphic
department
- fullsize banner
- supersize banner
- skyskraper
- billboard banner
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Duration

Price

per
campaign

on inquiry:
depending on
volume
and duration
of the
campaign

per
contract

Event Package

Content / Service

Duration

Price

during the
event

3000€
per event
package

Caniva web banner:
- 728 x 90px at home
and event page

FMBB WC
WUSV WC
FCI IGP WC
VDH DM IGP

advertising video/graphic
in 20min FB livestream
during event
- 2x 20min stream per day
livestream-graphics with
the label „Sponsored by“
- full HD livestream graphic
- 300 x 250px rectangle
- FB header graphic
- FB event graphic
- newsletter graphic in
stream newsletter
overlay „Sponsored by“ in
the official working-dog
Livestream

730€
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YOUR

CONTACT

MATHIAS DÖGEL
mathias@doegel.de
Phone
+49-34602-9991-0
Mobile Phone +49-170-2843538
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